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Emmalisa Tilli
has completed the following course:

HOW TO READ A NOVEL
THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH

This online course explored issues relating to
plot, characterisation, dialogue, and setting. It
examined a range of techniques including
8ashbacks, di6erent ways of presenting
conversations, and the impact of location on the
development of plot. Examples were drawn from
a range of classic texts, as well as the four
novels on this year’s shortlist for the James Tait
Black 7ction prize.

STUDY REQUIREMENT
4 weeks, 2 hours per week

LEARNING OUTCOMES

SYLLABUS

Identify key strategies used by authors to alter
the temporal progression of the narrative.

•

Re8ect on the e6ects generated by a narrative
frame.

•

Evaluate novels for signs of narrative
unreliability.

•

Discuss my reading of contemporary 7ction with
a large online learning community.

•

Explore ways of understanding character, such
as behaviour, speech, and motives.

•

Explore the impact of various settings on the
development of character and plot.

•

Evaluate the e6ect of di6erent ways of
presenting dialogue, and the impact of dialect
speech.

•

The course examines speci7c techniques relating
to plotting and temporality including 8ashbacks,
unreliable narration and framed narratives.

•

The course considers ways of understanding
character, such as behaviour and motives.

•

It explores issues relating to the presentation of
dialogue, including conversational mood and
dialect voices.

•

The course examines the impact of various
di6erent settings on the development of plot
and character.

•

It invites learners to test their understanding
through weekly quizzes and a 7nal peer
assessment task.

•

This transcript should be read alongside the accompanying Certi7cate of Achievement.
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